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EXECUTIVE SUMARY

The purpose of this plan is to identify the activities to be performed
by DOE-RL and the Integrating Contractor (IC) prior to lifting the Stop Work
Order SSWO-86-004. The objective of this plan is to describe the process
used in lifting the Stop Work Order (SWO).

DOE-RL directed the Basalt Waste Isolation Project's Integrating
Contractor to initiate a general Stop Work Order on May Is 1986. The
Integrating Contractor developed a plan to correct the deficiencies that
caused DOE to issue the Stop Work Order.

The Integrating Contractorts recovery plan included provisions for
developing improved project management control systems. training of
personnel. transitioning of work exempt from the Stop Work Order and
performing a self appraisal of readiness to perform work under the new
system. The rescinding of the Stop Work Order is a two step process:
1) a partial lifting of the Stop Work Order will occur when DOE-RL is
satisfied that the Integrating Contractor's Project Management Control System
has been established and is adequate to control the technical work and
2) a final lifting of the Stop Work Order will occur after DOE-RL has
approved the release of selected work packages and the results of audits
reflect satisfactory implementation of the management control system. On
January 4. 1987, the IC submitted to DOE-RL their restart report with a
recommendation that DOE-RL authorize a partial lifting of the Stop Work
Order.

In preparation for review of the IC's report. DOE-RL developed a
readiness review process that would be used to assess the IC's readiness to
resume work. This process included the creation of a readiness review board
and a readiness review team and the development of a checklist. An
Independent Management Review Team was appointed by DOE-RL to assess the
Integrating Contractor's management structure and operational processes.

In the spirit of consultation as required by the NWPA# representatives
of the NRC, States, and Affected Indian Tribes will be invited to attend
briefings on the restart activities at the same time as DOE-HO.. The plan
includes an in-process briefing and a second briefIng when DOE-RL is ready to
authorize a partial lifting of the Stop Work Order.

The partial lifting of the SWO will allow the IC to proceed with the
work initiation process; however, DOE-RL will review and approve work
initiation packages prior to work being started. DOE-HO. NRC, States and
Affected Indian Tribes will be invited to participate as observers on OOE-RL
audits of the restarted work. When DOE-RL has developed confidence that the
IC's management control systems are effective, a general lifting of the SWO
will be issued.

Thereafter the IC will initiate work in accordance with DOE-RL
programmatic guidance. It is anticipated that shortly after general lifting
of the SWO, DOE-HQ and the NRC will independently audit the Project.

Attachment 6 is a flow chart which provides the sequence of events
leading to a fully qualified OA program.
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I. SCOPE

This plan identifies the actions required to be performed by DOE-RL and
the.Integrating Contractor prior to lifting Stop. Work Order BSWO-86-004. It
includes consultation briefings with the States and Affected Indian Tribes in
accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) and to DOE Headquarters
(DOE-HQ) personnel and representatives from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). The plan provides for a major intermediate step of granting a partial
lifting of the Stop Work Order which will be accomplished when DOE-RL is
satisfied through evaluation that the Integrating Contractorts Project
Management systems are in place and adequate to control the technical work to
be initiated thereafter. Following the partial lifting of the Stop Work
Order DOE-RL will, on an individual work package basis, approve the restart
of stopped work and the Initiation of new work by the Integrating Contractor.
This method of operation will continue until adequate confidence is gained
that the Integrating Contractor's management control systems are adequate and
implementation has proven them effective, at which time the full lifting of
the Stop Work Order will be issued. Audits of the Integrating Contractor's
activities will be performed as work is being accomplished to assure
compliance with requirements. A flow diagram (Attachment 6) provides the
sequence of events, while the plan defines responsibilities by organization.
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II. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this plan is to identify actions required to be
accomplished prior to lifting the Stop Work Order, particularly as it relates
to DOE-RL interfaces with DOE-HQ, NRC. States and Affected Indian Tribes.
This document describes the process used in lifting the Stop Work Order and
identifies the documents which provide the objective evidence to support
lifting of the Stop Work Order.

The ultimate objective of the BWIPP as provided for in this plan, is to
perform work in such a manner that the results obtained can be used in a
license application. This plan supports the objectives and includes plans
for DOE-HQ and the NRC to verify compliance early in the site
characterization phase of the project.
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111. BACKGROUND

Work on the Basalt Waste Isolation Project CBWIP) was started in 1976
under controls commensurate with the control requirements of a research and
development program. During early 1986 BWIP started undergoing a transition
of management processes and procedures consistent with the requirements of a
DOE Major System Acquisition project and one that satisfies the NWPA and NRC
requirements for establishing a licensing basis for a repository facility.
At that time DOE-RL determined that to minimize programmatic risk it was
imperative that additional management and technical prerequisites be
established for the conduct of activities. These prerequisites include such
considerations as management and technical procedures to control the work;
quality assurance programs and requirements to control the work; approved
requirements traceable to project needs with appropriate performance
allocation; personnel training, qualification and certification; and
equipment/facility records, checkout, etc. Ongoing work being performed by
the Integrating Contractor (IC) was then assessed to assure that it was being
conducted with the proper controls and prerequisites. The initial conclusion
was that a limited number of work activities should be stopped and no new
work Initiated. Further investigation by DOE-RL# including a review of audit
reports which consistently identified inadequate procedures and training,
concluded that a general Stop Work Order should be initiated. The
Integrating Contractor was directed by DOE-RL on May 1I 1986, to initiate a
general Stop Work Order (SWO). The SWO allowed the following categories of
activities to continue:

(1) Data gathering activities that are currently in operation and for
which interruption could result in loss of significant data, e.g.,
seismic monitoring, piezometer well information, corrosion testing,
etc.

(2) All activities, including procurements, which support upgrading the
BWIP management, operating, or quality assurance program. This
includes all work that is necessary to achieve adequate
implementation of the BWIP GA program, i.e., procedure developments
establishment of Quality Assurance Level assignments, correction of
OA program deficiencies, etc.

(3) All activities which support existing safety or maintenance
programs.

(4) All strictly administrative activities, i.e., planning, budgeting,
staffing, space acquisition, reporting, etc.

(5) Site Characterization Plan (SCP) preparation.

(6) Activities that are essential for the project to continue or that
are imprudent to stop at this time, e.g., actions resulting in
delay costs or partial termination costs greater than that required
for completion of the activity.
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In accordance with the direction in DOE-RL letter of May 1, 1986, Mr. R.
T. Johnson, Manager of BWIP OA, formally initiated Stop Work Order BSWO-86-
004 on May 13, 1986.

On July 16, 1986a the Integrating Contractor recommended to DOE-RL that
the SWO be extended to include the work being performed by direct funded
contractors. DOE-RL assessed the work actually being performed by the direct
funded contractors and the Integrating Contractor's subcontractors, the
controls in place to manage the work being performed and the results of
audits and surveillance inspections and concluded that there was no basis to
extend the SWO to include the other contractors. This conclusion is
documented in the Readiness Review Team's report to the Readiness Review
Board (86-OSB-93 dated September 3, 1986) and in letter number 86-ECB-58 to
the Integrating Contractor dated September 4, 1986.

It should be noted that the Integrating Contractor for BWIP is Rockwell
Hanford Operations. However, as a result of consolidation of Hanford
Operations, Westinghouse Hanford Co. (WtC) in joint venture with Boeing
Computer Services Richland will be replacing RHO as the Integrating
Contractor. This transition is being effected during the January through
July 1987 time frame with WHC scheduled to take over operations during July
1987. As of this date the effect of changing Integrating Contractors on BWIP
work appears to present minimal impact on BWIP operations, personnel or
procedures.
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IV. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INTEGRATING CONTRACTOR (RHO)

At the time DOE-RL issued the Stop Work Order, the Integrating
Contractor was directed to initiate a Plan of Action to resolve the
conditions which had resulted in the initiation of the Stop Work Order. The
Integrating Contractor's Plan of Action subsequently evolved into a document
titled "Site Characterization Preparedness Work Plan" (Doc. No. SD-BWI-AP-
008) which had as its objective to ensure that the project has successfully
been prepared to enter the formal site characterization phase. The approach
as planned in the Site Characterization Preparedness Work Plan involved (a)
demonstrating general readiness to operate in a mode meeting requirements,
resulting in a partial lift of the suspension, and then (b) demonstrating
controlled initiation of specific work packages. resulting in a general
lifting of the Stop Work Order.

On January 4, 1987, the Integrating Contractor submitted to DOE-RL by
letter no. 30568,R3 their report documenting the actions taken to correct the
conditions which caused the issuance of a stop work order Initially. These
actions-included the development of plans and procedures, training of
personnel, transition of work permitted to continue during the stop work
order, and an assessment of their readiness to resume work.

Management Control Systems

In order to implement the project management system specified in DOE
Order 4700 (Draft), the Integrating Contractor in conjunction with DOE-RL is
developing a number of general documents (Attachment 1); including a Project
Plan and Charter. Project Management Plan, Systems Engineering Management
Plan, and a Basalt Quality Assurance Requirements Document (BOARD). The
BOARD identifies and consolidates all federally mandated OA programmatic
requirements into a single document, provides guidance and consistency in
interpretation of requirements, and provides BWIP specific GA requirements.
The Integrating Contractor has prepared and issued a Rockwell Basalt Waste
Isolation Project Quality Assurance Program Requirements Manual (OAPRM, RHO-
OA-MA-3) and a Project Management Procedures Manual (RHO-BW-MA-17). The
Project Management Procedures Manual incorporates the Quality Assurance
Administrative Procedures, which govern the processes of GA planning,
management controls, and quality verification, and the project administrative
procedures and technical procedures into a single document. Attachments 1,
2. and 3 identify the documents required to be approved and issued prior to
authorizing a partial lifting of the SWO.

training

The Integrating Contractor held general employee training for their BWIP
personnel which included an indoctrination to the BWIP, its history, mission,
current organizational structure, a brief overview of the management system,
and a QA overview that introduces 10 CFR 50 Appendix BP 10 CFR 60, BOARD and
the Integrating Contractor's OAPRM. This indoctrination session of a 3 hour
duration has been attended by over 800 employees. The Integrating Contractor
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subdivided the Project Management System into 14 elements for purposes of
training, appraisals, and communication. The Integrating Contractor
indoctrinated all BWIP employees in the 14 management systems by providing a
30 to 40 minute overview of each of the management systems. The nine hours
of instruction have been attended by approximately 775 employees.' Detailed
training for personnel who must implement specific procedures to perform
their job functions is in the process of being performed. Training will be
an ongoing function for the Integrating Contractor BWIP personnel and they
have created a Project Qualification and Training organization staffed by
qualified instructors with considerable practical experience in the
commercial nuclear power industry including construction and operations.

Appraisals

Project Management Control Systems provide the basis for effectively
carrying out the overall project objectives by ensuring that proper planning,
organizing, directing and controlling of work results in the successful
execution of the entire project. The Integrating Contractor assessed the
potential capability of the management system to control project activities
effectively by performing readiness appraisals. The Integrating Contractor
performed 14 in-depth appraisals on their own organization and ten on the
major project participants. Prior to conducting the internal readiness
appraisals, the Integrating Contractor's BWIP managers conducted self-
assessments of the management control systems they were responsible for
implementing. As part of this self-assessment. each manager developed flow
charts to define the activities controlled by the management control systems
identified the specific procedural controls. and identified any deficiencies
in the system. The appraisal process and the self-assessments identified 330
discrepancies which were divided into two categories: those required to be
resolved prior to partial -lifting of the Stop Work Order and those that could
be corrected at a later date. Resolution of the discrepancies is in-process.
The appraisal process utilized preplanned detailed checklists and the results
of each appraisal were documented. In summary. the results of an appraisal
were considered acceptable if the following six key program effectiveness
factors could be answered in the affirmative:

- Does the Major Project Participant (MPP) have a written program
(procedures or policy documents) that provides thorough guidance in
the management of all quality-affecting work?

- Are the procedures and policy documents adequate for controlling
quality-affecting activities and do they ensure compliance with
BOARD requirements?

- Have the program requirements for the functional area been
integrated with other MPPs* and have appropriate interface
agreements been established and documented?

- Do the individuals who have been assigned responsibility in the
functional area understand their responsibilities?
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- Are all personnel responsible for quality-affecting work qualified
to perform their assigned duties? Have QA training and
indoctrination programs been established* and do plans exist for
periodic retraining to maintain their proficiency?

- Does the program provide for a system of verification (i.e.,
audits, surveillances, inspections) to assess the degree of
compliance to established requirements?

Transition of ExeMt Work

As identified previously in .the background section of this report. the
Integrating Contractor was permitted to continue to perform work in six
categories. Work in categories 1 (data gathering)# 3 (safety and
maintenance), and 6 (imprudent to stop) must be transitioned to the new
management controls. The transition tasks include# but are not limited to,
establishing the graded quality assurance levels for all activities and
Items, identification of documentation and training requirements.
Identification and closeout of deficiency reports. and a description and
justification for the work activities and logic networks.

Restart Punch List

The Integrating Contractor's Restart Readiness Report recommending a
partial lifting of the Stop Work Order was submitted with the knowledge that
up to four months would be required for DOE-RL to Judge the adequacy of the
control systems the Integrating Contractor had put in place and for the
Integrating Contractor to close out punch list items open at the time of
report issuance. These punch list items include approval and Issuance of
plans and procedures, retraining as procedures evolve, resolution of several
appraisal discrepancies, and reappraisal of two management systems because of
the magnitude of the discrepancies identified during the initial appraisal.
The report addresses several other issues that do not require total
resolution prior to the partial lifting of the Stop Work Order. Also during
this time frame the Integrating Contractor must be responsive to DOE-RL's
questions and concerns as they evolve from the DOE-RL Readiness Review
process.

Briefing of Others

The Integrating Contractor has been requested to assist in briefing the
DOE-HO. NRC. States and Indian Tribes. In the initial briefing the
Integrating Contractor will identify the actions that they have taken since
the Stop Work Order was issued to assure that the management control systems
satisfy requirements and is capable of controlling the work. The Initial
briefing will include an introduction of actions taken, the process used and
a status of the evaluations being conducted. The final briefing will provide
the objective evidence to support DOE-RL's decision to authorize a partial
lifting of the Stop Work Order.
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Work Initiation

The Integrating Contractor is currently developing the work initiation
process. the basic principals of which will be applicable to the initiation
of all work activities. Briefly the work initiation process for site
characterization starts with the preparation of Study Plans, followed by the
preparation of test plans and requirements documents, including graded
quality assurance level classification, design activities including the
preparation of design drawings and specifications; development of
construction, Installation and inspection procedures; performance of
construction, test or data collection; and finally acceptance or analysis of
data obtained. The Integrating Contractor is in the process of developing a
schedule which will include the work to be restarted and the new work to be
initiated following partial and complete lifting of the Stop Work Order.
Work specific procedures must then be developed. work initiation packages
developed, personnel trained, and if the Stop Work Order has not been lifted
entirely then selected work initiation packages shall be submitted to DOE-RL
for approval. Following DOE-RL's approval of selected work packages, the
Integrating Contractor will initiate the work. Upon the successful release
of several work packages and the successful completion of DOE-RL and the
Integrating Contractor audits and/or surveillance inspections# the
Integrating Contractor will request a complete lifting of the Stop Work
Order. DOE-RL will evaluate the request and, if satisfied with the process
and the results, will rescind the Stop Work Order.

The Integrating Contractor will then-initiate work in accordance with
established DOE-RL/IC methods for initiating work. As work is initiated it
will be subject to rigorous internal and external audits. It Is anticipated
that DOE-HQ may choose to perform an in-depth audit of the Project sometime
after lifting of the Stop Work Order. Following completion of the DOE-HQ
audit and the resolution of any discrepancies, and the satisfactory
completion of an NRC audit, the SWIP will be deemed to have a fully qualified
quality assurance-program such that work performed in accordance with the
requirements will support licensing activities.
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V. RESPONSIBILMES (F DOE-RL

Readiness Review Board and TeaM

DOE-RL, as part of its Project Management Programs initiated the
development of a Readiness Review Program in April 1986. A Project
Management Guide, PMG 19.11, Readiness Review, was approved on June 13. 1986.
The decision was made by the Basalt Waste Isolation Project Manager to
utilize the Readiness Review process as a management tool to control the
Restart of work resulting from the Stop Work Order BSWO-86-004 issued May 13,
1986. Because the Integrating Contractor had initiated a Restart Readiness
Review Programs the decision was made to limit the scope of PMG 19.11 to the
Office of Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste (AMC). This was
done in accordance with PMG 19.11, Section 3.3.9 Special Instance. The
Readiness -Review Board was formed July 2, 1986. Subsequently, the Readiness
Review Plan BSWO-86-004 PMG 19.11-RRP-O1P was written, and the Readiness
Review Instruction BSWO-86-004 PMG 19.11-RRI-01I was developed. The
Readiness Review Team for the General Restart activities was appointed by the
Readiness Review Board in Meeting Number 7, August 6, 1986. There were six
original members assigned to the team. Their initial task was to develop the
criteria checklist to be used to evaluate and provide objective evidence of
the Integrating Contractor's adequacy to restart work. The checklist was
approved by the Board as recorded in the minutes of Meeting Number 23,
December 18, 1986. The scope of the evaluation task was discussed by the
Board and it was concluded that it would require approximately 1500 man hours
to complete the evaluation. To augment the effort the Board increased the
team size to 14 members and assigned a deputy team lead to support the
management of the activities. Training for the original team members was
accomplished in phases as the Guidance Plan and Instruction documents became
effective. The members added to the team were trained on all the documents
collectively. The method used for both team segments was a required reading
list with a signature block for the members and the verifying signature of
the team lead. The team members developed question lists to support the data
gathering effort and provide an auditable trail for the conclusions that will
be stated on the checklist.

Restart Readiness Report

On January 4, 1987 the Integrating Contractor issued for DOE-RL
evaluation and approval their Restart Readiness Report. On January 9. 1987,
the DOE-RL Readiness Review Team for General Restart held a kickoff meeting
in preparation of the scheduled Start of the evaluation on January 15, 1987.
The evaluation commenced on January 15, 1987 and is still in process.

Independent Management Review Yean

On January 6, 1987, the Chairperson for the DOE-RL Readiness Review
Board requested a senior management team be set up to evaluate the
Integrating Contractor's management structure and operational process. The
team was appointed by the Readiness Review Chairperson on February 13, 1987.
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During Readtness Review Meeting Number 28, it was suggested that to maintain
independence between the General Restart Team and the newly formed
Independent Management Review Team (IMRT)t that the IMRT report directly to
the Chairperson of the Board instead of reporting to the Board. This
suggesstion was agreed to by the Board and is recorded in the minutes of
Meeting Number 29, January 30, 1987. The members of the IMRT were trained
through the use of a required reading list signed by the members and
validated by the IMRT Chairperson. The IMRT activities began on January 26.
1987. This team operates under the umbrella of the Readiness Review Process
(i.e., PMG 19.11 and the Plan and-instructions written to the parent
procedure). The checklist developed through the guidance provided in the
Readiness Review Checklist Instruction PMG 19.11-RRI-01I was approved by the
Readiness Review Board Chairperson on February 16. 1987. The interviews
began on February 19, 1987.

Readiness Review Board

There will be independent final reports issued by both the Readiness
Review General Restart Team and the Independent Management Review Team. The
General Restart Team will issue their report to the Readiness Review Board.
The Board will review the Team's conclusions and recommendation based upon
the objective evidence provided and submit its recommendation to the Office
of Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste (AMC) in the form of an
internal memo.

Readiness Review Board Chairperson

The IMRT will issue their final report to the Readiness Review Board
Chairperson. The Chairperson has the responsibility to review and evaluate
the Team's conclusions and recommendation supported by the objective
evidence. There will be a memo of recommendation from the Board Chairperson
to the AMC based on his review of the Team's conclusions and recommendations.

Readiness Review Board Chairperson and Member Concurrence

In addition to the individual memos of recommendation to the AMC. the
Board Chairperson has the responsibility of preparing a memo for concurrence
by the members combining the conclusion and recommendation of the two teams.

AMC Authorization and Briefing

The Office of Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste (AMC),
based on the conclusions and recommendations made by the Boards will prepare
a letter of authorization for Partial Lifting of the Stop Work Order BSWO-86-
004. The intent of the authorization will be discussed in a briefing with
DOE-Headquarters. the Nuclear Regulatory Commissions the States and Affected
Indian Tribes. Comments or concerns aired by the above mentioned groups will
be taken under consideration by the AMC-b Upon the decision by the AMC to
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allow the Integrating Contractor to proceeds the authorization letter for the
Partial Lifting of the Stop Work Order will be transmitted to the Integrating
Contractor. The Partial Lift is defined as Authorization for the Integrating
Contractor to proceed with Work Initiation and Transition Work Packages on a
Package basis to be approved by DOE-RL.

Integrating Contractor Work Packages

Based on the AMC's authorization to proceeds the Integrating Contractor
will develop work packages which will be submitted to DOE-RL for evaluation
and approval.

DOE-RL Cognizant Branch Chief

Following the Integrating Contractor's submittal of individual work
packages, the Board will assign a cognizant Branch Chief the responsibility
for evaluation of the Package. The Branch Chief will submit their conclusion
and recommendation to the Board for their review and recommendation to the
AMC. The DOE-RL evaluation will be accomplished in accordance with procedure
BP 2.2, Work Progress and Design Reviews. The AMC will then provide a letter
authorizing the Integrating Contractor to proceed.

AMC Quality Systems Division

During the Integrating Contractor's implementation of the work packages,
the DOE-RL AMC Quality Systems Division will be conducting surveillance and
audits of the Integrating Contractor's Restart Readiness process to ensure
compliance to the programmatic requirements. The surveillance and audits
will be scheduled based on the Integrating Contractor's Work Initiation and
the Transition Work Packages Plans. It is the intent of the DOE-RL-AMC
Quality Systems Division to conduct their surveillance and audits
approximately 30 business days after the Integrating Contractor's Work
Packages are restarted. DOE-RL will provide copies of their audit schedule
to DOE-HCQ the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the States and Affected Indian
Tribes, in the event that personnel from these agencies and groups would like
to participate as observers.

M Authorization

The AMC will prepare a letter to the Integrating Contractor authorizing
the general lifting of the Stop Work Order BSWO-86-004 based on the
recommendations of the Readiness Review Board and the results of the
surveillance and audits. This authorization will allow the Integrating
Contractor to initiate work in accordance with programmatic guidance.
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DOE-RL Restart ActIon

In addition to assessing the readiness of the Integrating Contractor to
resume work, DOE-RL is also upgrading its management control systems.
Attachment 4 identifies the DOE-RL procedures required for managing the
project. Attachment 5 identifies the DOE-RL Project Management Directives
that are in the process of being developed or being revised. Orientation
training of DOE-RL personnel has been completed and procedure training is in-
process.

An independent audit of the Ouality Systems Division and management
assessment of BWI Division as required by DP 2.1 is planned for May 1987.
The satisfactory completion of these activities will prepare the DOE-RL
office for the DOE-HO and NRC audits of BWIP, planned for late 1987#
following the complete lifting of the Stop Work Order.
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VI ACTIONS INVOLVING DOE-HOQ NRC, STATES AND AFFECTED INDIAN TRIBES

In the spirit of consultation and cooperation required by the NWPA*
representatives of the NRZ, States, and Affected Indian Tribes will be
invited to attend DOE-RL sponsored briefings and participate as observers in
audits on the same basis as DOE-HO personnel. The initial briefing, planned
for March 198?, will identify the specific actions already completed and the
current status of issues still requiring action prior to authorizing the
Integrating Contractor a partial lifting of the Stop Work Order. Comments
provided by the participants relative to the subject matter presented will be
considered by DOE-RL for incorporation into revisions of documents. At the
conclusion of the briefing, the Integrating Contractor's restart-package and
DOE-RL's review data including checklists will be made available to each of
the participating organizations.

The same individuals will be requested to attend a final briefing which
will be presented when DOE-RL is prepared to authorize the Integrating
Contractor a partial lifting of the Stop Work Order. It is planned that this
briefing will summarize data presented in the initial briefing but will
concentrate on the results of DOE-RL's Readiness Review Teams evaluation as
well as the conclusions of the Independent Management Review Team. Relevant
comments provided by the attendees will be considered by DOE-RL for
incorporation into the revision of applicable plans and procedures. The
representatives will be advised that it is DOE-RL's intent to authorize the
Integrating Contractor a partial lifting of the Stop Work Order and that the
Integrating Contractor will start to perform technical work on selected work
packages immediately. The briefing will identify the process for restarting
work and will include a short term schedule of technical work that will be
restarted and/or new work that will be initiated. The IC will include in
their briefing the work initiation process including the planned content for
a typical technical restart work package.

Approximately 1 to 2 months following the partial lifting of the Stop
Work Order and the Integrating Contractor's initiation of some technical
works DOE-RL will audit the integrating contractor's in-process activities.
DOE-HO, NRC, States and Affected Indian Tribes will be invited to participate
as observers in this audit.

After DOE-RL is satisfied that the integrating contractor's management
systems are functioning in a satisfactory manner the Stop Work Order will be
totally lifted. Shortly after the total lifting of the Stop Work Order, it
is anticipated that DOE-HQ will perform a detailed audit on the Project.
Following resolution of any deficiencies and/or incorporation of comments
resulting from the DOE-HO audit, the NRC will be invited to conduct audits of
the Project.

When the NRC audit has been completed and any significant deficiencies
resolved It will be concluded that the Basalt Waste Isolation Project has a
fully qualified Quality Assurance Program such that technical work performed
and the results achieved will support licensing.
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Attachment 1

GENERAL DOCUMENTS REWIIRING DOE APPROVAL
PRIOR TO PARTIAL LIFTING OF STOP WORK ORDER

ngrguizirr HO. TIL F

RL-87-002

RL-87-O1
RL-86-1

RL-87-03
420

RL-86-9
RL-86-9-02

RL-86-9-03
RL-86-9-04

BWI-PBD-013
BWI-PMP-006

BWI-PBD-002

BWI-CM-O01

BWI-TR-002

RHO-OA-MA-3

BWI-AP-001

BWI-AP-009

BWI-AP-010

422

Project Plan (PP) and Charter
System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP)

Basalt GA Requirement Document CBOARD)

Project Management Plan (PMP)

Advance Acquisition or Assistance Plan

Information Resource Management Plan

Documentation Management Plan

Data Management Plan

Software Management Plan

Design and Development Plan

BWIP Management and Integration Plan

Business Management System Plan

Configuration Management Plan

Qualification and Training System Plan

Rockwell BWIP GA Requirements Manual

Records Management Plan

Document Control Plan

Security Plan for BWIP Unclassified Computer System

Advanced Procurement Plan
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Attachment 2

PMPWs DESIGNATED AS QAAPs7REUIRING DOE APPROVAL
PRIOR TO PARTIAL LIFTING OF STCP WORK OfDER

0OcIMFNT NO.. TTll F

ORG-i .1

01-111

01-114

02-126

02-130

03-102

04-103

04-104

04-105

04-106

04-108

04-111

04-115

04-116

04-121

04-122

06-101

06-115

06-117

06-119

07-108

07-118

07-119

07-120

07-121

08-103

08-133

11-103

13-106

14-102

BWIP ORG and Responsibilities

Action Tracking

Project Management and Work Process Control

Design Control Process

Control of Special Processes

Peer Review

Surveillance Activities

OA Audits

Nonconformance Reports

Construction Nonconformance Reports

Inspection Activities

Trend Analysis

Stop Work Order

Resolution of Disputes with OA

Graded OA

Corrective Action Report

Major Participant Interface Control

Procurement Management System

Major Project Participant Procurement Interface Activities

Shipping and Storage Control

Control of M&TE Standards

Identification and Control of Samples

Data Collection Test Control

Identification and Control of Equipment and Components

Inspection. Test, and Operating Status Indicators

BWIP Records Management System

Document Control

Unusual Occurrence Reporting System
Administration of Qualification and Training

Software Change Control



Attachment 3

PMPWs RECLIRING THE INTEGRATING CONTRACTOR APPROVAL
PRIOR TO PARTIAL LFTING oF STCP WORK ORDER

DOCCWMENT NO. TITLE

01-101 Preparation & Control of Project Management Procedures

01-107 Resource Management System

01-109 Delegation of Authority

01-112 Work Initiation

02-101 Preparation of Technical Requirements Documents

02-102 Technical Document Review

02-104 Design Field Change

02-107 BWIP Engineering Order System

02-108 Computational Briefs

02-113 Preparation and Control of Design Requirements Document

02-117 Preparation Engineering Plans

03-101 Controlled Notebooks

03-106 Test Data Collection Specifications

03-110 NS1F Test Support Requirements

03-111 Preparation of Study Plans

04-113 Preparation of Functional Requirements for Constructfon

Readiness Reviews

05-101 Change Proposal Processing

05-102 Configuration Verification and Accounting System

06-103 Support Services for Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc.

06-105 Direction of Technical Work

06-106 Supplier's Qualification and Evaluation

06-107 Source Inspection Actiyities

06-108 Receiving Inspection

06-112 Procurement Planning Activities

06-114 Procurement Requisition. Documentation# and Review

06-116 Procurement Document Control

06-120 BWIP Procurement Process

06-123 Supplier Deviation Request

06-124 Proposal Evaluation and Award



06-125

07-104

07-105

07-106

08-101

08-105

08-108

08-110

08-113

08-115

08-116

08-117

08-120

08-121

08-125

08-1Z7

08-129

09-101

09-107

11-102

11-104

13-108

13-109

13-110

13-112

13-113

13-114

13-116

13-121

14-103

14-109

Material Receiving and Delivery

Preparation of Facility Plans

NS1FTest Material/Equipment Storage and Handling

NSTF Drilling Permit

BWIP Correspondence Control

Recording Data for Quality Assurance Records and Recording

Corrections

Control of Supplier/Contractor Generated Documents

Control of Geotechnical Samples

Records Submittal via Certified Transmittal Packages

Control of In-process Quality Assurance Records
Exploratory Shaft Facility Test Design Administration and

Control
Format of Test and Operations Procedures

Off-Normal Conditions/Events Recording and Reporting

Document Receipt Control
Document Distribution Update Control

BWIP Document Control Transmittal Number System

Master Submittal List

Project Scheduling

BWIP Business Management

Exploratory Shaft Visitor Access Control

NS1F Access Control

Qualification of Instructional Staff

Job/Task Analysis

Training Materials Development

Conduct of Training

On-the-Job Training

Writing Learning Objectives

Qualification and Training Documentation of Records

Personnel Training Requirements

Software Quality Assurance Checklist

Conversion Testing, Benchmarking Verification and/or

Validation of Software

Software Application -Control14-116
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Attachment 4

DOE-RL DOCUMENTS RECUIRED FOR RESTART

DnOCUaNT nO. Tfl' F

DOE-RL-86-6

BP 1.1

BP 1.2

BP 1.3

BP 1.4

BP 1.5

BP 1.6

BP 1.7

BP 1.8

BP 1.9

BP 1.10

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

1.11

2.1

2.2
2.5

2.7

2.8

2.10

3.1

3.2

3.3

4.1

4.2
5.1

6.1

6.2

6.3

7.1

7.2

15.1

Ouality Assurance Plan

Organization

WBS Preparation

Work Authorization

Cost Baseline Management and Control

Schedule Baseline Management and Control

Funds Baseline Management and Control

Commitment Action Tracking System

Correspondence Control

Information Resource Management

Management Plans, Reports. Analysis. Reviews and Action

Control

Stop Work

OA Program Assessment

Work Progress and Design Reviews

Personnel Training

Appeals on Ouality Concerns

Control and Release of Licensing Documents

Reporting of Significant Deficiencies

Project Reviews

Disposition of Change Requests

Peer Revlews

Preparation and Control of Procurement Documents

Contractor Initiated Procurements

Procedure Development

Preparation and Release of BWID Documents

Controlled Documents Issued to BWID Staff

Review and Approval of External Documents

Supplier Evaluation, Selection and Verification

Supplier Furnished Records

Processing Contractor NCRs and Unusual Occurrences



Y -i

BP

BP

.. BP
4 ,.

BP
BP

BP
BP

15.2

16.1

17.1

18.1

18.4

18.5

18.6

Trend Analysis

Corrective Action

Ouality Records

Audit and Surveillance Planning

Auditor Qualifications

Surveillance of Project Activities

GA Audits

. .



Attachment 5

DOE-RL PROJECT KANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES REQUIRED FOR RESTART

DOCUMENT NO. TITLE

PMD 19.0 PMD Development

PMD 19.1 Schedule Baseline Management

PMD 19.2 Funds Management

PMD 19.3 Cost Baseline Management and Control

PMD 19.4 Work Breakdown Structure Preparation and Maintenance

PMD 19.5 Work Authorization

PMD 19.6 Change Management

PMD 19.7 Information Resource Management

PMD 19.8 Management Plans. Reports, Analyses. Reviews, Guidance and

Action

PMD 19.10 Acquisition/Procurement Process Overview

PMD 19.11 Readiness Review

PM3 19.13 Control and Release of Proprietary Information

PMD 19.15 Records Management Program

PMD4 19.16 Document Control Program

PMD 19.19 Configuration Management

PM2 19.20 Processing Requests under the Freedom of Information Act

18B7 .RR2




